### Right Lower Quadrant Pain

#### Variant 1: Right lower quadrant pain. Initial imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US abdomen</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US pelvis</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI abdomen and pelvis without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography abdomen</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoroscopy contrast enema</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC scan abdomen and pelvis</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Variant 2: Right lower quadrant pain, fever, leukocytosis. Suspected appendicitis. Initial imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US abdomen</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US pelvis</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI abdomen and pelvis without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography abdomen</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC scan abdomen and pelvis</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoroscopy contrast enema</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US abdomen</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US pelvis</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT abdomen and pelvis without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢️☢️☢️☢️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI abdomen and pelvis without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢️☢️☢️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC scan abdomen and pelvis</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢️☢️☢️☢️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography abdomen</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢️☢️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoroscopy contrast enema</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢️☢️☢️☢️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Summary of Literature Review

Introduction/Background

Right lower quadrant (RLQ) abdominal pain accounts for nearly 50% of patients presenting to the emergency department with abdominal pain [1]. Appendicitis is the most common surgical pathology responsible for RLQ abdominal pain in the United States [1,2]. Other less frequent causes of RLQ pain include right colonic diverticulitis, ureteral stone, colitis, and intestinal obstruction [1,3,4]. Imaging remains the diagnostic mainstay in the workup of patients presenting with RLQ abdominal pain for evaluation of suspected appendicitis and diagnosis of other conditions. Buckius et al [2] reported an annual increase in the rate of acute appendicitis in the United States; however, Ferris et al [5], in a recent systematic review of population-based studies, showed that although the incidence of both perforated and nonperforated appendicitis is stable in North America, the incidence is rising in newly industrialized countries. Historically, the clinical determination of appendicitis has been poor, particularly in special patient populations, such as those at the extremes of age and pregnant women. The negative appendectomy rate (NAR) based on clinical determination alone without imaging is unacceptably high, as high as 25% [6]. Clinical decisions tools, such as the Alvarado score (AS), have not improved the outright diagnostic accuracy of the clinical examination [7] and demonstrate mixed results as an adjunct to help guide CT use [8,9]. The decrease in NAR with increased imaging utilization is not accompanied by an increase in perforations from any introduced delays [10,11].

The choice of imaging modality should be tailored for diagnosis of acute appendicitis in patients with a high degree of suspicion but should also allow diagnosis of other causes of RLQ pain to triage appropriate patient management. In patients with suspected appendicitis, modalities should demonstrate high accuracy, which allows for 1) the confident (and presumed early) diagnosis in positive cases, reducing delays in diagnosis and perforation with attendant morbidity and mortality; 2) the confident exclusion of the diagnosis in negative cases with a decrease in the NAR and the attendant potential surgical complications; and 3) the confident diagnosis of alternative diagnoses, in many cases.

This document refers to imaging appropriateness in diagnosis of adult patients who are >18 years of age. References including pediatric patient populations are identified where included. Suspected appendicitis in pediatric patients is covered in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria\(^a\) topic on “Suspected Appendicitis-Child” [12].

Special Imaging Considerations

To increase the sensitivity or specificity of imaging modalities in diagnosing the cause of RLQ abdominal pain, investigators have sought alternative techniques, made possible by advances in technology and the expansion of known advanced imaging techniques to new applications and disease conditions. Research articles are particularly focused on enhancing diagnosis of appendicitis, and investigators are using sonographic elastography, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) via MRI to increase diagnostic performance and decrease the dependence on CT, modified low-dose CT (LDCT) protocols, and dual-energy CT. Abbreviated MR protocols are also being investigated to
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expedite patient turnaround times and reduce imaging costs in emergency department patients with RLQ pain and suspected appendicitis [13].

With increasing rates of diagnostic imaging, primarily CT, in patients presenting to emergency departments, the phenomenon of multiple imaging episodes has become of concern. This has led to attempts to develop LDCT techniques [4,14,15] including limited coverage CT alternatives [16-18].

Dual-energy CT is a CT technology that enables superior tissue characterization because of material decomposition achieved by using 2 photon spectra, through either source-based or detector-based technology. Elbanna et al [19], in a retrospective study of 209 patients with appendicitis including 44 patients with gangrenous appendicitis, evaluated the role of dual-energy CT performed with oral and intravenous (IV) contrast. They found that use of 40 keV monoenergetic and iodine overlay images had a high sensitivity (100%) and specificity (80%-81%) for diagnosing gangrenous appendicitis compared with 120 kVp simulated imaging.

Abbreviated MR protocols comprising T2 half-Fourier acquisition single-shot turbo spin echo (HASTE) and DWI images have been shown to reduce imaging and interpretation times in diagnosis of appendicitis in emergency department patients with comparable accuracy to full protocol [13]. DWI sequences are well established in stroke and tumor imaging, but observers are finding ever-increasing applications in abdominal conditions, in part because of echo planar imaging, which increases the speed of acquisition and reduces motion artifacts [20,21]. In adult patients with appendicitis, adding DWI sequences has been shown to have specificities and positive predictive values (PPVs) of 100% each and sensitivities and negative predictive values (NPVs) between 97% to 99% for qualitative findings made by 2 experienced observers in high agreement [22]. Avcu et al [21] found similar results for DWI, with a specificity and PPV of 100%, a sensitivity of 98%, and an NPV of 94%. Inoue et al [23] reported that a combination of DWI sequence and T2-weighted images provided higher accuracy for diagnosing appendicitis and that inflamed appendix had lower apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) value than the normal appendix. Avcu et al [21] also found a cutoff ADC value that showed a sensitivity of 78% and specificity of 92% on receiver operator characteristics curve analysis for discriminating perforated from nonperforated appendicitis. DWI may increase the conspicuity of the appendix, increasing the reader’s confidence of visualization [20,22].

**Initial Imaging Definition**

Initial imaging is defined as imaging at the beginning of the care episode for the medical condition defined by the variant. More than one procedure can be considered usually appropriate in the initial imaging evaluation when:

- There are procedures that are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care)

  OR

- There are complementary procedures (ie, more than one procedure is ordered as a set or simultaneously where each procedure provides unique clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

**Discussion of Procedures by Variant**

**Variant 1: Right lower quadrant pain. Initial imaging.**

In this clinical scenario, the patient presents with RLQ pain and may have associated signs and symptoms. Although appendicitis is in the differential in this patient, it is not the leading consideration from the clinical presentation in which other etiologies such as nonappendiceal gastrointestinal, genitourinary, hepato-pancreatic, and gynecologic conditions remain equally possible diagnostic considerations. Imaging methods for initial evaluation in patients in this clinical variant should be able to detect or exclude acute appendicitis and these other alternate diagnoses. If appendicitis is a primary concern, Variant 2 or 3 may be more applicable. If gynecologic conditions are a primary concern, please refer to ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Acute Pelvic Pain in the Reproductive Age Group” [24]. If acute flank pain related to urinary stone disease (urolithiasis) is a primary concern, please refer to ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Acute Onset Flank Pain-Suspicion of Stone Disease (Urolithiasis)” [25].

**CT Abdomen and Pelvis**

CT of the abdomen and pelvis is an excellent diagnostic imaging modality for the evaluation of patients with nonspecific RLQ pain because of its high diagnostic yield for detection of appendicitis as well as suggesting alternative diagnosis [1,26,27]. CT frequently identifies the cause of RLQ pain, and these conditions, including appendicitis and other etiologies, often require hospitalization and invasive treatment. Regarding appendicitis, Rud
et al [28] reported the results of a meta-analysis of 71 study populations, which included studies with noncontrast CT and contrast-enhanced CT with rectal or oral contrast. They reported a summary sensitivity of 95% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.93-0.96) and summary specificity of 94% (95% CI: 0.92-0.95) for CT in the diagnosis of appendicitis. In contrast, Pooler et al [27] reported that in patients undergoing contrast-enhanced CT with oral contrast for RLQ pain with diagnosis other than appendicitis at CT, the CT diagnosis was concordant with clinical diagnosis in 94.3% of cases (383/406). In patients (n = 90/496) without a final clinical diagnosis, the most common CT diagnosis included benign adnexal mass, gastroenteritis, colitis, constipation, inflammatory bowel disease, and pelvic congestion syndrome [27]. In patients receiving nonappendiceal CT diagnosis, 41% were hospitalized, with 22% undergoing surgical or image-guided intervention [27]. In contrast, in patients without CT diagnosis, only 14% were hospitalized and 4% underwent surgical or image-guided intervention. Barksdale et al [29] prospectively evaluated the impact of CT on emergency department physician diagnosis and disposition plans in 547 adult patients (≥18 years of age). In the subgroup analysis of those suspected to have appendicitis (67 patients), the diagnosis was altered in 43 patients, decreasing the number to 24 patients (4.4%) of the population. Morley et al [1] reported that in patients with RLQ pain, right colonic diverticulitis and obstruction were seen in 8% and 3% of patients, respectively. Patients with infectious enterocolitis such as typhlitis, inflammatory terminal ileitis, and ureteral stone can also present with RLQ pain.

In a recent study using the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey, Wang et al [30] reported that CT use significantly increased from 3.9% in 1997 (95% CI: 3.1%-4.8%) to 37.8% (95% CI: 35.5%-41%) in 2016 for adults presenting to the emergency department for abdominal pain and appendicitis. A large number of studies investigating the role of imaging in patients with RLQ pain are tailored to the diagnosis of suspected appendicitis. Studies specific to patients with RLQ pain not specific to suspected appendicitis or with atypical presentation are limited, despite the fact that this represents approximately 50% of this patient population [27,31]. Three single-institution studies were identified [29,32,33], each evaluating patients presenting with nonspecific atraumatic abdominal pain. In a study of 257 adult patients who underwent appendectomy, including 10 pregnant patients, the patients were divided into 4 groups based on the AS (AS <5: low clinical suspicion for acute appendicitis and AS ≥5: high clinical suspicion for acute appendicitis) and the presence or absence of preoperative CT [33]. Negative appendectomy rate was determined for each group. The total negative appendectomy rate was 5.8%, ranging from 2.6% to 18.7% in the 4 groups. The highest negative appendectomy rate was observed in the low probability non-CT group with AS <5. The odds ratio (OR) of negative appendectomy rate for patients without a CT scan was 5.2 (95% CI: 1.2-27.7) for low clinical probability and 1.6 (95% CI: 0.2-14.2) for high clinical probability, respectively.

There are no studies comparing the utility of noncontrast CT versus contrast-enhanced CT and CT with and without IV contrast in the diagnosis of patients with RLQ pain due to any cause. In patients with suspected appendicitis, noncontrast CT has high diagnostic accuracy in detecting acute appendicitis. In a meta-analysis of 7 studies with 1,060 patients, Hlibczuk et al [34] reported that noncontrast CT had pooled sensitivity and specificity of 92.7% and 96.1%, respectively, for diagnosis of acute appendicitis. In a single-center, unblinded, parallel randomized controlled trial of noncontrast CT and ultrasound (US) in patients with atypical right iliac fossa pain, Jones et al [32] found that noncontrast CT had a diagnostic accuracy of 73%, a PPV of 100%, and an NPV of 100% for acute appendicitis. In addition to acute appendicitis, CT findings included diverticulitis and ileocecal.

**Fluoroscopy Contrast Enema**

There is no relevant literature supporting the use of contrast enema in the evaluation of RLQ pain.

**MRI Abdomen and Pelvis**

Relevant articles from the literature search included 1 retrospective study, 5 prospective studies, and 1 meta-analysis for the topic of MRI in the evaluation of acute abdominal or RLQ pain particularly for the diagnosis of appendicitis and alternate diagnoses in adult patients, not limited to pregnant patients. Studies reporting utility of MRI with IV contrast should be interpreted as MRI performed without and with IV contrast because noncontrast MRI sequences such as T2-weighted images, DWIs, and precontrast T1-weighted images are integral to all contrast-enhanced MRI examinations.

In patients with RLQ pain, MRI allows accurate diagnosis of appendicitis as well as suggesting alternative diagnosis [3]. In a prospective study of 52 patients, gadolinium-enhanced MRI provided an alternative diagnosis in 52% of patients, which included diverticulitis, ileitis, colitis, ischemia, small bowel adhesions, pancreatitis, inguinal hernia, Crohn’s disease, cholecodolithiasis, and ileus [3]. A prospective multicenter diagnostic accuracy study performed to determine the accuracy and interobserver agreement between MR-expert and MR-nonexpert radiologists identified alternative urgent diagnoses including diverticulitis, urgent gynecological disorders, urgent urinary tract
disorders, bowel obstruction, and pneumonia. The sensitivity for detecting all urgent diagnoses for nonexpert radiologists was 84% (95% CI: 78%-88%) compared with expert radiologists with 95% (95% CI: 90%-98%). The specificity for detecting all urgent diagnoses for nonexpert radiologists was 71% (95% CI: 62%-79%) compared with expert radiologists at 100% (95% CI: 76%-100%). Interobserver agreement expressed as Cohen’s κ was 0.63 (95% CI: 0.55-0.70), consistent with good (but not excellent) agreement [35]. For this document, it is assumed that the procedure is performed and interpreted by an expert. A single-institution retrospective study of 403 patients (3 to 49 years of age) undergoing noncontrast MRI without oral or IV contrast identified both urgent and nonurgent alternative diagnoses in 336 patients. These conditions included gastrointestinal, gynecologic, urinary tract, musculoskeletal, inflammatory, neoplastic, and congenital conditions [36].

Regarding simple acute appendicitis, MRI for experienced readers had a sensitivity of 85% to 98% [3,37], a specificity of 93% to 99.4% (95% CI: 97.9%-99.9%) [35,36], a PPV of 94% (95% CI: 88%-97%), an NPV of 100% [21,35], and an accuracy of 93.75% to 96% [21,35]. Values for less-experienced readers had a sensitivity of 77% to 89% (95% CI: 77%-88%) [3,35], a specificity of 79% to 83% (95% CI: 77%-88%) [3,35], a PPV of 86% (95% CI: 81%-90%), and an NPV of 88% (95% CI: 82%-91%) [35]. For this document, it is assumed that the procedure is performed and interpreted by an expert.

MRI performance for diagnosis of perforated appendicitis was published in 2 studies [21,38] and was demonstrated to be less robust with sensitivities and specificities of 57% (95% CI: 39%-73%) and 86% (95% CI: 77%-91%) and 77.8% and 91.7%, respectively. Subgroup analyses of pediatric, pregnant, male, and female patients were performed in 2 studies without reaching statistical significance in either [36,39]. This finding was also not significantly different when compared with US with conditional CT diagnostic strategy [38]. Specific variations in technique were evaluated prospectively in 2 studies. Diagnostic performance to assess T2 HASTE imaging in 468 patients (7-59 years of age) yielded a sensitivity and specificity of 98% (95% CI) and 92% (95% CI), respectively [37]. Evaluation of DWI and ADC demonstrated mean ADC value for patients with appendicitis were significantly lower compared with controls. The sensitivity, specificity, NPV, and PPV for detecting appendicitis were reported as 97.5%, 100%, 93.75%, and 100%, respectively [21]. The protocol [39] also included DWI with procedure sensitivity and specificity of 97% and 93%, respectively. Combined diagnostic performance of 1.5T and 3.0T systems demonstrated a sensitivity and specificity of 97.0% (95% CI: 89.6%-99.6%) and 99.4% (95% CI: 97.9%-99.9%), respectively, and an absence of statistically significant differences between the 2 field strengths [36].

A meta-analysis performed from 30 studies from 1997 through 2015 contained a total of 2,665 patients that included pediatric, adult, and pregnant patients. The sensitivity and specificity for MRI detection of appendicitis were 96% (95% CI: 95%-97%) and 96% (95% CI: 95%-97%), respectively. This study did not find a statistically significant difference for the diagnostic accuracy of appendicitis between studies that were performed without IV contrast and those performed with IV contrast [40]. One study reported sensitivity and specificity for MRI detection of perforated appendicitis as 57% and 86%, respectively. This finding was not significantly different when compared with US with conditional CT [38].

**Radiography Abdomen**

With the shift to cross-sectional imaging modalities for evaluation of patients with RLQ pain, there is little current literature on radiographic signs. A prospective single-institution study [41] of the fecal loading sign, cecum distended with stool containing innumerable punctate lucencies, evaluated 470 adult and pediatric patients with acute abdominal pain. Patients were divided into 4 groups, with the appendicitis group subdivided into patients with preoperative only and both preoperative and postoperative abdominal radiographs. The fecal loading sign had a sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of 97.05%, 85.33%, 78.94%, and 98%, respectively. Fecal loading in the cecum was associated with all stages of appendicitis and disappeared after appendectomy. This sign was uncommon in other acute inflammatory diseases of the right side of the abdomen evaluated, which includes right nephrolithiasis (19%), right pelvic inflammatory disease (12%), and acute cholecystitis (13%).

**US Abdomen**

US research articles did not consistently differentiate abdominal from pelvic US protocols. The methods sections were reviewed, and, where specified, articles were separated into abdomen or pelvis. Studies of the right iliac fossa were designated pelvis. Articles referring to graded compression US technique [42], those that specified abdomen, and unspecifie studies are included in this section. Graded compression grayscale US is a modification to abdominal US, taking advantage of patient respiratory motion by deepening abdominal compression using the transducer and both of the operator’s hands upon exhalation to displace intervening organs and simulate clinical deep abdominal palpation [42]. This technique has moderate performance characteristics for diagnosing
appendicitis, exacerbated in North America by the decreased visualization rate of the appendix [43-47] in comparison with Europe and Asia because of due to perceived limitation related to patient body habitus.

Two studies, one retrospective and the second prospective, of US evaluation specifically of patients with atypical presentation of appendicitis, atypical lab results [48], or nonspecific abdominal pain [49] were identified in the current literature. The first study demonstrated US sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of 71.4%, 78.5%, 94.8%, 33.3%, and 72.5%, respectively. Subgroup analysis of performance of emergency physicians with FAST experience plus training, 1 day didactic and 1 day practical course for abdominal US examination performance, and radiologists in US diagnosis yielded statistically significant differences: emergency physicians identified 33.3% (9 of 27) of patients with appendicitis, and radiologists identified 59.2% (16 of 27) (P = .001). For this document, it is assumed that the procedure is performed and interpreted by an expert.

US Pelvis
US research articles did not consistently differentiate abdominal from pelvic US protocols. The methods sections were reviewed, and, where specified, articles were separated into abdomen or pelvis. Studies of the right iliac fossa were designated pelvis. Two multi-institution retrospective studies were identified, which included all patients who had undergone US before appendectomy [50,51]. D’Souza et al [51], in a review of 573 adult and pediatric patients (>6 years of age), yielded mean sensitivity and specificity in patients with visualization of the appendix of 81.7% and 53.9% and total patient population mean values of 51.8% and 81.4%. NAR in all patients evaluated with US was 38.4%. The rate for patients with appendix visualization and positive results was 18.3%. The appendix was not visualized in 45% of the patients. A review of 620 patients with US performed [50] yielded a nonvisualization rate of 27.7%. Evaluation of indirect signs of appendicitis in the nonvisualization subgroup yielded a sensitivity of 31.8% to 83.9%, a specificity of 56.7% to 96.7%, a PPV of 25% to 95.8%, and an NPV of 57.2% to 83.3%, depending on presence and combination of the evaluated indirect signs, pain, hypertrophic periappendiceal fat, and diminished periappendiceal peristalsis. In patients where gynecological conditions are a primary concern, please refer to the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Acute Pelvic Pain in the Reproductive Age Group” [24].

WBC Scan Abdomen and Pelvis
There is no recent literature regarding the use of Tc-99m white blood cell (WBC) scan abdomen and pelvis in the evaluation of RLQ pain. However, in a blinded prospective study of 30 patients with suspected appendicitis, Foley et al [52] showed that the Tc-99m WBC scan achieved a sensitivity of 81%, a specificity of 100%, and an accuracy of 89%. Because delayed imaging, up to 4 hours post injection, may be required for diagnosis with this procedure, utility may be in the identification of alternate diagnoses of abdominal pain other than appendicitis, especially given the diagnostic performance and rapidity of CT.

Variant 2: Right lower quadrant pain, fever, leukocytosis. Suspected appendicitis. Initial imaging.
In this clinical scenario, the patient presents with RLQ pain in which the leading clinical diagnostic consideration is appendicitis. Alternative etiologies such as nonappendiceal gastrointestinal, genitourinary, hepato-pancreatic, and gynecologic conditions remain less likely diagnostic possibilities.

The “classic” clinical presentation of patients with appendicitis consisted of periumbilical abdominal pain migrating to the RLQ, loss of appetite, nausea, or vomiting, with fever, and leukocytosis is present in approximately 50% of patients. This explains the historical NAR of 14.7% and incidental appendectomy rate of 47%, in which incidental appendectomy refers to the practice of removing a normal appendix in the course of a nonrelated surgical procedure to prevent future development of appendicitis [31]. These statistics and growing recognition of the long-term morbidity associated with negative laparotomy have led to the incorporation of preoperative imaging of patients with suspected appendicitis into clinical management algorithms. The diagnostic performance of imaging modalities varies from each other and in different patient populations.

CT Abdomen and Pelvis
CT has become the most useful diagnostic imaging modality for the evaluation of patients with suspected appendicitis because of its high diagnostic yield. The use of CT for adult emergency department visits for diagnosis of appendicitis increased from 7.2% (95% CI: 2.7%-17.6%) to 83.3% (95% CI: 64.1%-93.3%) between 1997 to 2016 [30]. In the current literature, the NAR range with preoperative CT is 1.7% to 7.7% [8,53]. In a meta-analysis, Krajewski et al [10] reported that using preoperative CT resulted in a NAR of 8.7% versus a rate of 16.7% with clinical evaluation alone. The sensitivities range from 85.7% to 100%, and the specificities range from 94.8% to 100% [54,55]. Sensitivity was lowest in nonenhanced CT without enteral contrast [55]. However, a meta-analysis of 7 prospective studies of nonenhanced CT that included patient populations of 49 to 296 resulted in a sensitivity
of 0.90 (95% CI: 0.86-0.92) and a specificity of 0.94 (95% CI: 0.92-0.97) [56]. Concerns raised regarding delay in
diagnosis and treatment that are due to oral contrast regimens with potential impact on patients of increased risk of
perforation and associated morbidity have fueled evaluation of contrast-enhanced CT with versus without enteral
contrast. Contrast-enhanced CT without enteral contrast sensitivities range from 90% to 100%, and specificities
range from 94.8% to 100% [54,57], compared with contrast-enhanced CT with enteral contrast (oral or rectal), for
which sensitivities range from 90.4% to 100% and specificities range from 97.67% to 100% [55,57]. In addition, a
single-institution retrospective study of contrast-enhanced CT without enteral contrast in 1,922 patients (16-99 years
of age) with a body mass index >25 and nontraumatic abdominal pain yielded 799 (40.1%) positive CT scans for
acute abdominal pathology, explaining the patient’s symptomatology. Subgroup analysis of 113 patients with
appendicitis yielded a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 99.5% with only 4 patients (0.2%), none of whom
were in the appendicitis subgroup, returning for repeat CT because of a lack of oral contrast [58].

In a recent meta-analysis of 71 study populations, Rud et al [28] reported a summary sensitivity of 0.95 (95% CI:
0.93-0.96) and a summary specificity of 0.94 (95% CI 0.92-0.95) for CT in the diagnosis of appendicitis. For
standard dose unenhanced CT, the summary sensitivity and specificity from 19 studies were 0.91 (95% CI: 0.87-
0.93) and 0.94 (95% CI: 0.90-0.96), respectively [28]. The summary sensitivity for contrast-enhanced CT (18 study
populations in 17 studies) was higher (0.96, 95% CI: 0.92-0.98) compared with unenhanced CT (0.90, 95% CI:
0.87-0.93), whereas the summary specificity was comparable (0.93, 95% CI: 0.90-0.95 versus 0.94, 95% CI: 0.90-
0.96) [28]. In 9 studies reporting CT with rectal contrast enhancement, the summary sensitivity was 0.97 (95% CI:
0.93-0.99), and the summary specificity was 0.95 (95% CI: 0.90-0.98), higher than unenhanced CT [28]. There was
no significant difference between CT with oral contrast enhancement versus unenhanced CT [28]. The summary
sensitivity for CT with IV and oral contrast enhancement (15 studies) was higher than unenhanced CT (0.96, 95% CI:
0.93-0.98) [28]. Low-dose CT regardless of contrast enhancement had similar summary sensitivity (0.94, 95% CI:
0.90-0.97) and specificity (0.94, 95% CI: 0.91-0.96) [28]. There are no studies comparing the utility of CT
without and with IV contrast in the diagnosis of patients with suspected appendicitis.

CT signs of appendicitis have variable accuracy. In 1 retrospective study [59] of CT signs of appendicitis in 224
patients with negative or equivocal contrast-enhanced CT without enteral contrast, maximal outer diameter >6 mm,
fat stranding, and absence of intraluminal gas were present in patients with appendicitis versus without: 66.3%
versus 37.0% (P < .001), 34.1% versus 8.9% (P = .001), and 67.6% versus 48.9% (P = .024), respectively. With 2
or more signs present, the OR of appendicitis being present was 6.8 (95% CI: 3.013-15.454; P < .001). In a second
retrospective study of 100 patients with inconclusive nonenhanced CT followed by contrast-enhanced CT, signs of
appendicitis with statistical significance and cutoff values with best sensitivity and specificity were calculated.
These were maximal cross-sectional diameter of 8.5 mm, 90.2% and 91.5%; presence of periappendiceal infiltrates
1.5, 53.7% and 94.9%; and periappendiceal fluid (graded 0-3 for absent to severe) 2.5, 22% and 100% [60]. An
additional retrospective study reviewed contrast-enhanced CT without enteral contrast scans of 216 patients, 80
with pathologically proven appendicitis and 136 clinically negative for appendicitis, to evaluate the diagnostic
performance and identify optimal cutoff of CT signs [61]. The maximum outer diameter (MOD) had an area under
the curve (AUC) of 0.967 with an optimal cutoff of 8.2 mm yielding a sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of
88.8%, 93.4%, and 91.7%, respectively. Diameter with compression (MOD minus compressible contents) had an
AUC of 0.973 with an optimal cutoff value of 6.6 mm and a sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 93.8%, 94.9%,
and 94.4%, respectively. Frequently referenced cutoff value of 6 mm for MOD yielded a sensitivity of 97.5%, a
specificity of 59.6%, and an accuracy of 73.6%.

Historical perforation rates for men and women are 19.2% and 17.8%, respectively [31]. An association with
increased morbidity, mortality, and length of stay drives the desire to identify early signs of appendiceal necrosis
and occult perforation, before the development of phlegmon, abscess, or gross free peritoneal gas. A retrospective
study of 102 patients, 49 with perforation, demonstrated that only 19 (37%) were diagnosed prospectively, yielding
CT sensitivity, specificity, and PPV of 38%, 96%, and 90%, respectively [62]. Statistically, significantly associated
findings were extraluminal gas (OR, 28.9; P = .02); intraluminal fecalith (OR, 5.7; P = .03); and wall thickness >3
mm (OR, 3.2; P = .02). Two retrospective studies [63,64] identified patients with pathologically proven appendicitis
and excluded those with gross CT evidence of perforation resulting in patient cohorts of 374 and 339, respectively.
Occult appendiceal perforation/necrosis rates were 65/374 (17.4%) and 75/339 (22.1%), respectively. Intraluminal
gas and appendicoliths were predictive of the presence of perforation with an OR of 2.64 (95% CI: 1.48-4.73) and
2.67 (95% CI: 1.55-4.61), respectively [63]. Sensitivity and specificity for these 2 signs were 36.9% and 81.9%
(intraluminal air) and 55.4% and 68.3% (intraluminal appendicolith), respectively. Kim et al [64] also found
appendicoliths predictive (OR 2.47; \( P = .015 \)) and the additional signs of focal wall defect (OR 23.40; \( P < .001 \)), circumferential periappendiceal inflammatory changes (OR, 5.63; \( P < .001 \)), and transverse diameter of the appendix (OR, 1.22; \( P = .003 \)). Transverse diameter of \( \geq 11 \text{ mm} \) had the greatest sensitivity, 62.7% (range 29.3%-62.7%), and focal wall defect had the greatest specificity, 98.8% (range 66.3%-98.8%).

**CT as Second-Line Imaging Test after Initial US**: In a recent meta-analysis of second-line imaging modalities in the diagnosis of acute appendicitis after initial US, the pooled sensitivities and specificities for second-line CT in 11 studies that included 1,027 patients were 89.9% (95% CI: 85.4%-93.2%) and 93.6% (95% CI: 91.2%-95.3%), respectively [65]. Two single-institution studies reviewed the performance of CT following nondiagnostic US. One was a retrospective review of 119 patients [66] with suspected appendicitis and nonvisualized appendix on otherwise normally graded compression US, pelvic US in women with transvaginal US of childbearing age, if not declined, and body mass index \(<30 \text{. Contrast-enhanced CT was performed within 48 hours in all patients. Patients were additionally divided into groups based on an AS of 3 or less (49 patients) and of 4 or more (70 patients). Diagnostic rate for appendicitis in the low AS group was 0 of 49 patients; the high AS group was 12 of 70 patients, with 11 true positive, 1 false-negative, and 2 false-positives (17.1%). Alternate diagnoses were absent in 42 of 49 patients (85.7%) of the low AS group and 41 of 70 patients (58.6%) of the high AS group with 2 of 70 patients (2.9%) requiring surgery [66]. The second retrospective review evaluated 318 (150 adult and 168 pediatric) patients with suspected appendicitis, graded compression US as initial imaging study, nonvisualization of the appendix, and absence of other pathology on US who underwent contrast-enhanced CT without enteral contrast within 48 hours of US examination. Alternate diagnoses on CT included appendicitis in 52 (16.4%; 95% CI: 12.5%-20.9%), 7 perforated (13.5%; 95% CI: 5.6%-25.8%); other diagnoses in 16 (5.0%; 95% CI: 2.9%-8.0%) with 2 of these requiring surgical intervention (0.6%); and 250 patients without identifiable etiology for their clinical presentation (78.6%; 95% CI: 73.7%-83.0%) [67].

**Alternate Diagnoses**: Several studies included information on the performance of CT for the detection of alternative diagnoses in this patient population presenting with classic symptomatology. Proportions of patients with identification of alternate etiologies for their clinical presentation ranged from a low of 23.2% [18] to a high of 45.3% [29]. The 2 studies with the highest performance at 42.5% [54] and 45.3% [29] were both conducted at tertiary care centers suggesting impact based on differences in patient population compared with rural or nontertiary centers. There is a wide range of etiologies, with the most common involving the gastrointestinal system, gynecologic, genitourinary, and hepatopancreaticobiliary systems. A single-institution retrospective study [27] demonstrated rates of 46.0%, 21.6%, 16.9%, and 7.7% for these systems, respectively.

**Fluoroscopy Contrast Enema**

There is no relevant literature supporting the use of contrast enema in the evaluation of RLQ pain, fever, leukocytosis, or suspected appendicitis.

**MRI Abdomen and Pelvis**

Studies reporting utility of MRI with IV contrast should be interpreted as MRI performed without and with IV contrast because noncontrast MRI sequences such as T2-weighted images, DWIs, and precontrast T1-weighted images are integral to all contrast-enhanced MRI examinations.

There is variability in the techniques employed and evaluated by the research groups with regards to MRI. Technical quality may also suffer in the acute setting because of patient discomfort with attendant motion artifacts. A single-institution retrospective study of 403 patients 3 to 49 years of age using 1.5T and 3.0T systems calculated the sensitivity and specificity for MRI detection of appendicitis to be 97.0% (95% CI: 89.6%-99.6%) and 99.4% (95% CI: 97.9%-99.9%), respectively. Imaging was performed without IV contrast. The average scan time for this study was 14 minutes. No significant difference was detected on subgroup analysis of pediatric and pregnant patients [36]. A prospective diagnostic study of 468 patients, 7 to 59 years of age, assessed the performance of T2 HASTE imaging on a 1.5T system for diagnosing appendicitis. The sensitivity and specificity were reported as 98% (CI 95%) and 92% (CI 95%), respectively, when compared with direct visualization (n = 90). Axial and coronal T2 HASTE images were acquired with a reported table time of <2 minutes [37]. In a single-institution retrospective study of 51 patients undergoing noncontrast MRI on a 1.5T system for acute appendicitis compared T2-weighted images alone with T2-weighted images and DWI. The accuracy for diagnosing acute appendicitis improved from 78.4% to 82.4% to 86.3% using combined T2-weighted images and DWI [23]. Two studies evaluated the diagnostic capability of MRI and reader experience on performance. A single-institution prospective study of 52 patients, aged 18 to 88 years, calculated the sensitivity and specificity for detecting appendicitis. For experienced readers, these were 85% and 97%, respectively. The sensitivity and specificity for less-experienced MRI readers were 77% and
MRI was performed on a 1.5T system, without and with IV contrast with administration of Buscopan to diminish peristalsis [3]. The second study, a prospective multicenter diagnostic accuracy study, was performed to determine the accuracy and interobserver agreement between MR-expert and MR-nonexpert radiologists. The study included 223 patients who were ≥18 years of age. Imaging was performed on a 1.5T system without IV contrast. The sensitivity for detecting appendicitis for nonexpert radiologists was 89% (95% CI: 84%-93%), compared with expert radiologists at 97% (95% CI: 0.91%-0.99%). The specificity for nonexpert radiologists was 83% (95% CI: 77%-88%), compared with expert radiologists at 93% (95% CI: 87%-97%). The PPV for nonexpert radiologists was 86% (95% CI: 81%-90%), compared with expert radiologists at 94% (95% CI: 88%-97%). The NPV for nonexpert radiologists was 88% (95% CI: 82%-91%), compared with that for expert radiologists at 96% (95% CI: 90%-98%). Interobserver agreement expressed as Cohen’s \( \kappa \) was 0.71 (95% CI: 0.73-0.84), consistent with good (but not excellent) agreement [39]. For this document, it is assumed that the procedure is performed and interpreted by an expert.

Two prospective multicenter studies were identified. The first, a prospective diagnostic performance study of 230 patients, was conducted to compare the performance of MRI with an US with conditional CT imaging strategy. The sensitivity and specificity for MRI were 97% and 93%, respectively. These values were similar to the US with conditional CT strategy. There were no statistically significant changes in sensitivity and specificity on the subgroup analysis of male and female patients. The MRI protocol included DWI without postcontrast imaging performed on 1.5T systems [39]. The second, a prospective diagnostic accuracy trial of 130 patients who were ≥18 years of age, was performed to determine the accuracy of MRI (1.5T system) compared with US with conditional CT in the differentiation of simple versus perforated appendicitis. The sensitivity and specificity of MRI for perforated appendicitis were 57% (95% CI: 39%-73%) and 86% (95% CI: 77%-91%), respectively. The PPV and NPV were 57% (95% CI: 39%-73%) and 86% (95% CI: 77%-91%). These values were not significantly different compared with US with conditional CT technique [38].

A meta-analysis of 30 studies from 1997 through 2015 included 2,665 pediatric, adult, and pregnant patients. The sensitivity and specificity for MRI detection of appendicitis were 96% (95% CI: 95%-97%) and 96% (95% CI: 95%-97%), respectively. This study did not find a statistically significant difference for the diagnostic accuracy of appendicitis between studies performed without versus those performed with IV contrast [40].

A recent meta-analysis of second-line imaging modalities in the diagnosis of acute appendicitis after initial US included 6 MRI studies and 427 patients. The pooled sensitivities and specificities for second-line MRI were 89.9% (95% CI: 84.8%-93.5%) and 93.6% (95% CI: 90.9%-95.5%), respectively [65].

There is no relevant literature comparing MRI with 1.5T versus 3.0T systems for the detection of acute appendicitis. No randomized control studies comparing MRI with CT, US, or US with conditional CT were included in the literature search strategy.

**Radiography Abdomen**

With the shift to cross-sectional imaging modalities for evaluation of patients with suspected appendicitis, there is little current literature on radiographic signs. A prospective single-institution study [41] of the fecal loading sign, cecum distended with stool containing innumerable punctate luencies, evaluated 470 adult and pediatric patients with acute abdominal pain. Patients were divided into 4 groups, with the appendicitis group subdivided into patients with preoperative only and both preoperative and postoperative abdominal radiographs. Fecal loading sign had a sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of 97.05%, 85.33%, 78.94%, and 98%, respectively. Fecal loading in the cecum was associated with all stages of appendicitis and disappeared after appendectomy. This sign was uncommon in other acute inflammatory diseases of the right side of the abdomen evaluated, which includes right nephrolithiasis (19%), right pelvic inflammatory disease (12%), and acute cholecystitis (13%).

**US Abdomen**

US research articles did not consistently differentiate abdominal from pelvic US protocols. The methods sections were reviewed, and, where specified, articles were separated into abdomen or pelvis. Studies of the right iliac fossa were designated pelvis. Articles referring to graded compression US technique [42,68], those that specified abdomen, and unspecified studies are included in this section. Graded compression is a modification to abdominal US taking advantage of patient respiratory motion, deepening abdominal compression using the transducer and both of the operator’s hands upon exhalation to displace intervening organs and simulate clinical deep abdominal palpation [42].
Diagnostic performance of US in preoperative evaluation of patients presenting with typical signs and symptoms of appendicitis vary widely. Ranges for measures are as follows: NAR of 4.4% to 28.2%; sensitivity of 21.0% to 95.7%; specificity of 71.4% to 97.9%; PPV of 41.2% to 94%; and NPV of 49% to 89.6% [68-73]. When reported, appendix visualization ranged from 35% [73] to 52.9%, with difference by sex of 65% in men and 51.1% in women [71]. One study defined an equivocal group that consisted of incomplete or nonvisualization of the appendix, which comprised 81.4% of the total study population [72].

Subgroup analyses were performed in several studies. Comparison of US positive versus equivocal for appendicitis sensitivity and PPV (95% CI) were 48.4% (35.8-61.3) and 83.8% (68.0-93.8) for the positive group and 21.0% (9.0-38.9) and 41.2% (18.5-67.0) for the equivocal group, respectively [72]. Analysis of male versus female patients [69] resulted in sensitivity, specificity, and false-positive rates of 95.7%, 88.2%, and 6.2% in men and 84.6%, 71.4%, and 35.5% in women, respectively. This study also demonstrated significant differences in nonobese versus obese men and women, with false diagnosis (false-positive + false-negative) of 6.2% versus 34.4% ($P < .001$) in men and 38.5% versus 46.2% ($P < .001$) in women, respectively. Evaluation of various patient characteristics resulted in 3 with statistical significance. Subgroup of body mass index <22, pain index of >6, and AS >6 yielded 2.3-, 2.9-, and 3.8-fold greater likelihood appendix visualization at US, respectively [71].

A recent meta-analysis assessed the clinical value and accuracy of bedside US for diagnosis of acute appendicitis in the emergency department [74]. Shen et al [74] included 27 studies and 7,403 patients published between 1996 and 2018, which included 8 from the United States (30%), 7 from Europe (26%), 11 from Asia (41%), and 1 from Africa (3%). The mean sensitivity and specificity of bedside US for diagnosing acute appendicitis was 90% (95% CI: 82%-95%) and 95% (95% CI: 89%-98%), respectively. The diagnostic performance for US as a second-line imaging modality in the diagnosis of acute appendicitis was explored in a recent meta-analysis. The meta-analysis included 3 US studies and 169 patients. The pooled sensitivities and specificities for second-line US were 83.1% (95% CI: 70.3%-91.1%) and 93.6% (95% CI: 59.3%-98.6%), respectively [65].

**US Pelvis**

US research articles did not consistently differentiate abdominal from pelvic US protocols. The methods sections were reviewed, and, where specified, articles were separated into abdomen or pelvis. Studies of the right iliac fossa were designated pelvis. Three retrospective studies of pelvic US were identified, with 1 single-institution study combining transabdominal and transvaginal imaging in 292 women [75] and 2 multi-institutional studies [50,51] evaluating 573 and 620 male and female patients with iliac fossa US, respectively. The greatest sensitivity of 97.3%, specificity of 91.0%, PPV of 91.7%, and NPV of 97% were achieved when combining transabdominal US and transvaginal US performed by a single experienced operator in adult women (95% CI). Nonvisualization of the appendix ranged from 20.3% [50] to 45% [51]. There is wide variability, with ranges of sensitivity of 31.8% to 83.9%, specificity of 56.7% to 96.7%, PPV of 25% to 95.8%, and NPV of 57.2% to 83.3% related to presence and combination of clinical and US signs of appendicitis that include pain, hypertrophic fat, and diminished peristalsis [50]. NARs ranged from 8.3% [75] to 38.4% [51].

**WBC Scan Abdomen and Pelvis**

There is no recent literature regarding the use of Tc-99m WBC scan abdomen and pelvis in the evaluation of RLQ pain, fever, leukocytosis, and suspected appendicitis. However, in a blinded prospective study of 30 patients with suspected appendicitis, Foley et al [52] showed that the Tc-99m WBC scan achieved a sensitivity of 81%, a specificity of 100%, and an accuracy of 89%. Because delayed imaging, up to 4 hours post injection, may be required for diagnosis with this procedure, utility may be in identification of alternate diagnoses of abdominal pain other than appendicitis, especially given the diagnostic performance and rapidity of CT.

**Variant 3: Pregnant woman. Right lower quadrant pain, fever, leukocytosis. Suspected appendicitis. Initial imaging.**

In this clinical scenario, the patient is pregnant and presents with RLQ pain in which the leading clinical diagnostic consideration is appendicitis. Issues related to the safety to the fetus during diagnostic workup is a major consideration. Alternative etiologies such as nonappendiceal gastrointestinal, genitourinary, hepato-pancreatic, and gynecologic conditions remain less likely diagnostic possibilities.

Appendicitis is among the most frequently encountered nonobstetric surgical condition in pregnant women [76,77]. The EAST multicenter study [77], a post hoc analysis of 3,597 subjects, showed that pregnant women accounted for 1 in 20 women of childbearing age presenting with appendicitis and it most commonly manifested in early to mid-pregnancy. Pregnant women with appendicitis had similar clinical outcomes compared with nonpregnant...
women, although they were more likely to undergo nonsurgical management [77]. Pregnant women are more likely to present with complicated (perforated or gangrenous) appendicitis, and in those with perforation, there is higher risk of fetal loss underlining the need for early diagnosis and treatment [76,77]. Imaging plays an important role in the diagnosis and management of pregnant patients with RLQ and suspected appendicitis. Vasileiou et al [77], leading the EAST multicenter study, reported that a combination of US abdomen and MRI was the most commonly used imaging modality (41%) followed by MRI alone (29%), US alone (22%), CT (5%), and no imaging (2%).

CT Abdomen and Pelvis
The literature specific to the use of CT in the evaluation of RLQ pain, fever, and leukocytosis in pregnant patients is limited. Several studies have included pregnant patients in their study populations. The first is Kontopodis et al [33], with a study of patients with atypical presentation that included 10 pregnant patients. These patients were proportionally distributed in the 4 subgroups, low or high AS with or without imaging, and demonstrated no significant difference from the nonpregnant patients. The second is Ramalingam et al [78], who evaluated a multimodality diagnostic strategy for pregnant patients, 9 of whom had CT after US (1 patient) or MRI (8 patients). No additional cases of appendicitis were detected by CT following US alone, MRI alone, or MRI following inconclusive US.

In a recent study, Poletti et al [79] evaluated unenhanced LDCT scan with oral contrast in assessment of pregnant women presenting with RLQ pain when MRI was not immediately available. In this single-institution study 37 pregnant patients 20 to 44 years of age with clinical suspicion of appendicitis were included. Among the 37 patients, 30% (n = 11) were in the first trimester, 38% (n = 14) were in the second trimester, and 32% (n = 12) were in the last trimester. LDCT was performed in 78% (n = 28) of patients with indeterminate or negative US with high/moderate clinical suspicious of appendicitis. LDCT was conclusive for diagnosis of appendicitis in 83% (n = 24/29) of patients and indeterminate in 17% (n = 5/29). In all patients (n = 9) undergoing surgery for appendicitis, LDCT suggested the diagnosis. In 2 patients, LDCT showed an alternate diagnosis (ureteral stone and terminal ileitis). In patients with indeterminate CT results, MRI was obtained in 3 patients and standard dose CT in 2 patients. In 2 of these patients, appendicitis was reported on imaging (MRI; n = 1, CT; n = 1) and confirmed at surgery [79].

MRI Abdomen and Pelvis
Six retrospective studies that are specific to MRI diagnostic performance for appendicitis in pregnant women were identified. One study was multi-institutional in nature, and the remaining 5 were single-institution series.

The multi-institution study [80] reviewed 709 pregnant women 16 to 49 years of age with proven appendicitis and preoperative MRI. Gestational age ranged from 1 to 39 weeks, with a mean of 17 ± 8.5 weeks: 49.5% second trimester, 34.9% first trimester, and 15.6% third trimester. Sixty-six of 709 (9.3%) patients were diagnosed with appendicitis on MRI, with 61 of 66 proven pathologically. The 5 patients with false-positive results had pathologic diagnoses of torsed right ovary (n = 1), appendicolith with mild lymphoid hyperplasia (n = 1), fibrous obliteration of the appendiceal lumen without changes of appendicitis (n = 1), and normal appendices (n = 2). Pooled sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV, and NPV were 96.8%, 99.2%, 99.0%, 92.4%, and 99.7%, respectively. The pooled AUC was 0.98 (95% CI: 0.96-1.0, range 0.83-1 [P = .12-.99]). Other diagnoses were identified in 72 of the remaining 643 patients (10.1%). The appendix was not visualized in 207 of 709 (29.2%) patients.

The single-institution studies demonstrated similar performance of MRI in pregnant patients. Theilen et al [81] evaluated 171 pregnant patients with suspected appendicitis who had MRI (1.5T), showing that 53 of 171 (30.9%) patients had nonvisualization of the appendix. Of the 118 remaining patients, 18 had MRI evidence of appendicitis and appendectomy. Of these 18 patients, 12 (66.7%) were confirmed, yielding MRI sensitivity of 91.7%, specificity of 95.3%, PPV of 68.8%, and NPV of 99.0%. Of the remaining 6 women who underwent appendectomy, 3 women had no histopathologic abnormality, 1 woman had subserosal histiocytes, 1 woman had fibrous obliteration of the appendiceal lumen, and 1 woman had epithelial hyperplasia and mucocele. An alternate diagnosis on MRI was identified in 74 of 171 (43%) women. Ramalingam et al [78] evaluated a multimodality imaging algorithm for the diagnosis of appendicitis in 127 pregnant women. All patients were evaluated with US. US demonstrated 2 patients (1.9%) with evidence of appendicitis. Additionally, 103 of the 125 patients with nondiagnostic US underwent MRI. CT was reserved for patients with equivocal US and MRI, 9 patients (8.7%). The sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV for US were 12.5%, 99.2%, 50%, and 94.4%, respectively; for MRI they were 100%, 93.6%, 57.1%, and...
Diagnostic performance of the multimodality strategy yielded a sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of 100%, 98.3%, 80%, and 100%, respectively. MRI identified 10 additional diagnoses as likely causes of pain.

A comparison study was performed of US in 117 and MRI in 114 of 140 pregnant patients with suspected appendicitis [82]. Appendix visualization rates were 7% (8 of 117) for US and 80% (91 of 114) for MRI. Identification of alternate pathology was 2.6% (3 of 117) for US and 12% (14 of 114) for MRI. Diagnostic performance of US yielded a sensitivity of 18%, a specificity of 99%, a PPV of 66%, and an NPV of 92%. Diagnostic performance of MRI yielded a sensitivity of 100%, a specificity of 98%, a PPV of 89%, and an NPV of 100%. Diagnosis of appendicitis (16 of 18 patients) by MRI was proven by pathology. The 2 false-positive cases were found to be a neuroendocrine tumor and fibrous obliteration of the appendix by endometriosis. A single-institution retrospective review of 267 pregnant patients compared NAR before and after introduction of MRI for preoperative evaluation [83]. MRI was performed on 217 patients, 185 following nondiagnostic US. Surgery was performed on 31 patients in the pre-MRI era. The appendix was visualized on MRI in 70 of 217 (32%) cases. NAR before MRI was 55% (17 of 31). Following introduction of MRI, it was 29% (15 of 51), a 47% decrease. MRI yielded a sensitivity of 89% (17 of 19), a specificity of 97% (187 of 193), a PPV of 74% (17 of 23), and an NPV of 99% (187 of 189).

A single-institution retrospective study of MRI on a 1.5T system in 125 pregnant patients with suspected appendicitis investigated the value of additional DWI [76]. The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of MRI with DWI (n = 53, 100%, 95%, and 96%) were similar to MRI without DWI (n = 72, 100%, 94.7%, and 95.8%, P = .146).

The ACR Committee on Drugs and Contrast Media recommends the following concerning the performance of contrast-enhanced MRI examinations in pregnant patients: each case should be reviewed carefully by members of the clinical and radiology service groups, and a gadolinium-based contrast agent should be administered only when there is a potential significant benefit to the patient or fetus that outweighs the possible but unknown risk of fetal exposure to free gadolinium ions [84].

**Radiography Abdomen**

There is no relevant literature supporting the use of radiographs in the evaluation of RLQ pain, fever, and leukocytosis in pregnant women.

**US Abdomen**

Research articles investigating role of US in pregnant patients with appendicitis did not consistently differentiate abdominal from pelvic US protocols. The methods sections were reviewed, and, where specified, articles were separated into abdomen or pelvis. Studies of the right iliac fossa were designated pelvis. Articles referring to graded compression US technique [42], those that specified abdomen, and unspecified studies are included in this section.

Three current studies evaluating US for the diagnosis of appendicitis in pregnant patients identified by the search methodology are included. Hiersch et al [85] compared diagnostic performance of US in pregnant (n = 81) and nonpregnant women (n = 243). There was no statistically significant difference in predictive performance of US between the 2 groups with a PPV and NPV of 88.2% and 100% (P = .011) and 92.9% and 57.1% (P < .001) [85]. In a similar study, Segev et al [86] found no statistically significant difference in predictive performance of US between the pregnant (n = 67) and nonpregnant women (n = 133) presenting with suspected appendicitis, with an AUC of 0.76 and 0.73, respectively (P = .78). Segev et al [86] also performed a subgroup analysis of each trimester and showed that there was no significant difference in the diagnostic performance of US by trimester. First trimester (n = 23): AUC 0.73, second trimester (n = 32): AUC 0.67, and third trimester (n = 12): AUC 0.86 (P = .4).

Lehnert et al [87] compared US performance in 99 pregnant women in their second or third trimester. The prevalence of appendicitis was 7.1% (7 of 99). US detected only 28.7% (2 of 7) of appendicitis cases and none of the remaining cases because of nonvisualization of the appendix, 71.3% (5 of 7).

As noted above, US performance is confounded by appendix visualization. Rates of nonvisualization in the 2 studies, where it is reported, were 34.1% of pregnant and 40.4% of nonpregnant patients [85] and 97% of all patients not stratified by trimester [87]. There is improved performance when stratified by trimester, 25% for first trimester versus 63% for third trimester [85], and in the presence of fever in pregnant patients, AUC 0.92 versus 0.72 (P = .07) [86].
US Pelvis
There is no recent literature supporting the use of pelvic US in the evaluation of RLQ pain, fever, or leukocytosis in pregnant women.

WBC Scan Abdomen and Pelvis
There is no recent literature regarding the use of Tc-99m WBC scan abdomen and pelvis in the evaluation of RLQ pain, fever, and leukocytosis in pregnant women. A historical study retrospectively reviewed performance of Tc-99m WBC scans of 13 pregnant patients with suspected appendicitis. The WBC scan demonstrated a sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of 50%, 73%, 25%, and 89%, respectively [73]. The false-positive rate was 27% and the false-negative rate was 50%. The study is limited by the small sample size but nonetheless demonstrates that Tc-99m WBC scan is not reliable in the pregnant patient with suspected appendicitis.

Summary of Recommendations
- **Variant 1**: CT abdomen and pelvis with IV contrast is usually appropriate for the initial imaging of right lower quadrant pain.
- **Variant 2**: CT abdomen and pelvis with IV contrast is usually appropriate for the initial imaging of right lower quadrant pain with fever, leukocytosis, and suspected appendicitis.
- **Variant 3**: US abdomen or MRI abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast is usually appropriate for the initial imaging of a pregnant woman with right lower quadrant pain with fever, leukocytosis, and suspected appendicitis. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

Supporting Documents
The evidence table, literature search, and appendix for this topic are available at https://acsearch.acr.org/list. The appendix includes the strength of evidence assessment and the final rating round tabulations for each recommendation.

For additional information on the Appropriateness Criteria methodology and other supporting documents go to www.acr.org/ac.

Safety Considerations in Pregnant Patients
Imaging of the pregnant patient can be challenging, particularly with respect to minimizing radiation exposure and risk. For further information and guidance, see the following ACR documents:
- **ACR-SPR Practice Parameter for the Safe and Optimal Performance of Fetal Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)** [88]
- **ACR-SPR Practice Parameter for Imaging Pregnant or Potentially Pregnant Adolescents and Women with Ionizing Radiation** [89]
- **ACR-ACOG-AIUM-SMFM-SRU Practice Parameter for the Performance of Standard Diagnostic Obstetrical Ultrasound** [90]
- **ACR Manual on Contrast Media** [84]
- **ACR Manual on MR Safety** [91]
**Appropriateness Category Names and Definitions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appropriateness Category Name</th>
<th>Appropriateness Rating</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>7, 8, or 9</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment is indicated in the specified clinical scenarios at a favorable risk-benefit ratio for patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>4, 5, or 6</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment may be indicated in the specified clinical scenarios as an alternative to imaging procedures or treatments with a more favorable risk-benefit ratio, or the risk-benefit ratio for patients is equivocal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Be Appropriate (Disagreement)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The individual ratings are too dispersed from the panel median. The different label provides transparency regarding the panel’s recommendation. “May be appropriate” is the rating category and a rating of 5 is assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>1, 2, or 3</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment is unlikely to be indicated in the specified clinical scenarios, or the risk-benefit ratio for patients is likely to be unfavorable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relative Radiation Level Information**

Potential adverse health effects associated with radiation exposure are an important factor to consider when selecting the appropriate imaging procedure. Because there is a wide range of radiation exposures associated with different diagnostic procedures, a relative radiation level (RRL) indication has been included for each imaging examination. The RRLs are based on effective dose, which is a radiation dose quantity that is used to estimate population total radiation risk associated with an imaging procedure. Patients in the pediatric age group are at inherently higher risk from exposure, because of both organ sensitivity and longer life expectancy (relevant to the long latency that appears to accompany radiation exposure). For these reasons, the RRL dose estimate ranges for pediatric examinations are lower as compared with those specified for adults (see Table below). Additional information regarding radiation dose assessment for imaging examinations can be found in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® Radiation Dose Assessment Introduction document [92].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Radiation Level*</th>
<th>Adult Effective Dose Estimate Range</th>
<th>Pediatric Effective Dose Estimate Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☀</td>
<td>0 mSv</td>
<td>0 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☀️</td>
<td>&lt;0.1 mSv</td>
<td>&lt;0.03 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☀️☀️</td>
<td>0.1-1 mSv</td>
<td>0.03-0.3 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☀️☀️☀️</td>
<td>1-10 mSv</td>
<td>0.3-3 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☀️☀️☀️☀️</td>
<td>10-30 mSv</td>
<td>3-10 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☀️☀️☀️☀️☀️</td>
<td>30-100 mSv</td>
<td>10-30 mSv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*RRL assignments for some of the examinations cannot be made, because the actual patient doses in these procedures vary as a function of a number of factors (eg, region of the body exposed to ionizing radiation, the imaging guidance that is used). The RRLs for these examinations are designated as “Varies.”
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The ACR Committee on Appropriateness Criteria and its expert panels have developed criteria for determining appropriate imaging examinations for diagnosis and treatment of specified medical condition(s). These criteria are intended to guide radiologists, radiation oncologists and referring physicians in making decisions regarding radiologic imaging and treatment. Generally, the complexity and severity of a patient’s clinical condition should dictate the selection of appropriate imaging procedures or treatments. Only those examinations generally used for evaluation of the patient’s condition are ranked. Other imaging studies necessary to evaluate other co-existent diseases or other medical consequences of this condition are not considered in this document. The availability of equipment or personnel may influence the selection of appropriate imaging procedures or treatments. Imaging techniques classified as investigational by the FDA have not been considered in developing these criteria; however, study of new equipment and applications should be encouraged. The ultimate decision regarding the appropriateness of any specific radiologic examination or treatment must be made by the referring physician and radiologist in light of all the circumstances presented in an individual examination.